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Name: Shriharsha Swarga 
 
Year and line of study at KTH: 5th year Chemical Engineering for Energy and 
Environment 
 
Which university did you visit?  Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 
 
Time frame: July 12th – September 7th  
Visa type: J-1 Short term Scholar 
Insurance: Geoblue 
Scholarship: $300 per week. 
 
Project description 
 
The project that I was worked during my summer internship was on mathematical modelling of 
vapor intrusion phenomena and monitoring the indoor air pollutants like PCE, TCE and other 
VOCs. It was computational work which involved COMSOL simulations.  The work was related 
to Environmental Engineering and pollution control. Professor Eric Suuberg was my supervisor 
during my summer internship. The contact with the supervisor was very good. We had weekly 
meetings with the whole team to discuss the progress of the work. I had to work with couple of 
PhD students who were very supportive and guided me throughout my time at Brown. There was 
no strict working hours. I used to work from 9:00 to 5:00. 
 
I got very good exposure to COMSOL during my internship. My prior knowledge was sufficient 
to work on the project. I had worked on COMSOL for another project here at KTH which helped 
me to get basic knowledge about COMSOL. My internship has strengthened my knowledge on 
COMSOL Initial weeks I read few articles on vapor intrusion and then I had to work on a case 
study along with PhD students who used to guide me. 
 
 
Campus life 
 
What was life like at the university you visited? Campus life, nightlife and potential trips?  
 
Brown is an Ivy League University which is the 7th oldest institute for higher education in the 
United States. The campus is very beautiful with a good vintage touch to it. There is a café called 
Shirus Café which gives free coffee for students (Don’t miss it!!!). PV Donuts is a place where you 
get amazing donuts (Probably best in the world! at least for me). As I was there for two months 
and being first time in US, I visited a lot of places. Newport is a must visit place from Providence 



(1hr from Providence). Boston is very close to Providence for a weekend trip. New York is also 
3.5 hrs from Providence which could also be covered during a weekend. 
 
How much did it cost living in your city? How did you finance the stay in the U.S? 
Scholarship or private funds? If you received any scholarship, did you need to send any 
documents to the university in order to receive the funds? 
 
Providence is not a very expensive city. It costs around $800/month with food and 
accommodation. It again depends from person to person. I got stipend from Brown University 
with which I managed my living expenses. As it was a paid position no extra documents were 
needed for receiving stipend. I used to cook food for myself and eating outside is also not very 
expensive, there are lot of good restaurants around Providence. Uber and Lyft could be used for 
travelling.  
 
 
How did you find housing during your stay at the university and how much did it cost? 
How satisfied were you with the housing situation? 
 
Facebook group “Brown University Housing, Sublets & Roommates” helped me to find an 
accommodation in Providence. It was just 5 min walk from my accommodation to University. The 
accommodation during my internship cost me $550 per month which quite reasonable and could 
be managed with the stipend we get. Housing was very good it also depends on the landlord! 
 
 
Application 
 
Were there any problems that did arise during your stay that you think future students 
need to know about? In such case, which problems did you encounter? 
 
The stay was pretty good. I didn’t face any problems.  
 
 
What documents did you need to send to the university and what did you need to bring 
to the embassy in order to get your visa approved? 
 
Initially I sent my motivation letter, transcript and CV to the CHUST committee. For the 
University they need health insurance document, Passport copy, CV, bank statement with sufficient 
funds in it. For visa to be approved embassy needs DS-2019, SEVIS fee confirmation, DS-160, 
passport, invitation letter from University in US and resident permit of Sweden 
 
 


